
System

The  Justice  System is  a  Service  which  Includes  Achievement  and  Will  but  Systems  are  Systemic

because Culture is in a Crisis of Law and Science language and lingo Abracadabra Acrostic Barbarism

Bastard Title Cryptology heresy causing jealousy and rivalry amongst peoples and souls. NSW Justice

Victims Services System is Systemic because they hold and play their cards so close to their chest that

Victims  of  Social  PR  Mania  falsehood  pressure  are  denied  the  Justice  of  pre-existing  Decisions,

Diagnosises,  Laws and Sciences and suffer and sustain more Injuries!  The Justice Victims Services

System is Systemic because they hold and play their cards so close to their chest that Victims of Social

PR Mania falsehood pressure are denied the Justice of pre-existing Decisions, Diagnosises, Laws and

Sciences and suffer and sustain more Injuries! In the Old Testament Satan is a Masculine noun and

personal  pronoun.  Satan is  the  Accuser  and Father  of Lies!  In  the New Testament of Jesus Christ

Babylon is a Feminine noun, historic proper, metaphor and personification. Babylon is the Whore of

Speech, Whoredom and Prostitution! Satan is a Masculine noun/personal pronoun. Satan is the Accuser

and Father of Lies! Babylon is a Feminine noun, historic proper, metaphor to personify. Babylon is the

Whore of Speech, Whoredom and Prostitution! Job 1:6-7, Proverbs 1:14 and 7, Ecclesiastes 7:26 and

Revelation 18. The Australian Government is burning the candle at both ends. Acronym CTO stands for

Cryptologic Operator of Acrostic Cryptology Lingo in the Australian Navy yet CTO also stands for

Community Treatment Order of Medical Divination Enforcement through Human Services. Revelation

18. People gossip because they are a prying pervert who is useless in the first place to provoke and

subsist off fears they cause. Dog is no longer Categorised as a Crime, NSW as Harassment/Intimidation

are now Categorised as Crimes but NSW Police say they can not do much about that.  Category is

Psychology Terminology. As of this year, Dog is no longer Categorised a Crime, NSW. According to

Australian Court of Law Text The Holy Bible, New Testament Scripture refers to Babylon the Whore of

Speech more  than  Dog as  Malicious  Damage.  Women babble  on.  Wear  a  mask!  Education  should

provide acumen of knowledge for Discipline of Office and Administration but Common laissez-faire

style  of  Business  Attitude  is  often  lax  about  Achievement  which  if  Autocratic  would  Accomplish

constructive and collective good will  of the Government and the people.  Education should provide

acumen of knowledge for Discipline of Office and Administration but Common laissez-faire style of

Business Attitude is often lax about Achievement which if Autocratic would Accomplish constructive

and collective good-will of the Government and the people. The future World Governmental Artificial

Intelligence will be the Device used for Altercation like a Gavel to alter everyone and everything to live

by Sundail and Renaissance Courtesty Book Tradition where Common Courtesy is actually Common

and there is less of a need for Police. The future World Governmental Artificial Intelligence will be the

Device used for Altercation like a Gavel to alter everyone and everything to Sundail  and Common

Courtesy and so remove grave time from the people clocking one another foraging and fumbling on

bumbling and babbling.


